(1.1) This is just the simplieial eomplex of the simplex whose vertiees are labeled by elements of Y. Suppose that a group G aets on Y. Let ... --.
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We will call it the Grassmannian bicomplex (over )( = SpecF ).
There is a subcomplex (C*(n), d)
--. C n +2 (n) .! C n + 1 (n) .! Cn(n) (1.3) of the bicomplex (1.2). This is the Grassmannian complex introduced in [52] , [BM5] , see also [Q2] .
Let üS denote by (BC.(n) , 8) the total complex associated with the bicomplex (1.2): BCn(n) := Cn(n) . We will suppose that BCn(n) placed in degree n and 8 has degree +1 .
Now let us give a more geometricai interpretation of the Grassmannian bicomplex that also explains the name.
Let (eI,"', ep+q+l) be a coordinate frame in a vecter space V. Let (1.8)
.
..
... -+H ere~ [Go] placed in degree (11.,0) and d (respectively d' ) has degree (1,0) (respectively (0,1) ). The hypercohomology ofthe total complex associated with this bicomplex ofsheaves is the Bigrassmannian cohomology of ..-Y. We will denote it as H*(.ly,~[G(n)]) . Note that the Grassmannian cohomology of [BMS] maps canonically to the Bigrassmannian one, but there is no inverse map.
In § 2 we will construct explicitely characteristic classes Cn (E) E H2u (X, 1=[G(11.) 
])
. There is a homomorphism of eomplexes of sheaves (1.9) (see § 3), that provides a construction of characteristic classes
cn(E) E Rn (.l Y, I(~)
4. Polylogarithms (compare with [GGL] , [BMS] , [HM] ). Now let F = C . Note that G ö is almost canonically isomorphie to (C*)11 . Indeed, aceording to (1.4) a point~E G ö defines an (ordered) configuration of n + 1 veetors in generic position in C" : In(~) = (' 0O," . ,v,,) .
So '00 = L: ZiVi and the map~I---t (Z1, ··· , Zu) provides an isomorphism G ö~( C*t . Here Oi represents multivalued holomorphic differential forms, i.e. holomorphic differential forms defined on the universal covering space Y of }~. We wish to consider a tripIe complex [) which is the mulivalued complex Q(11,) in the vertical direction and is a double complex constructed frorn the Bigrassmannian G(11.) in the horizontal directions. All differentials have degree +1 .
A 2n -cocycle in the complex D is just a collection of (n -1 -p -q) -forms {~} such that /w p -"(_1); ! ..1>~(_l)ib'!" .11-1 The collection of forms {w~} is, of course, the Grassmannian n -logarithrn conjectured in [BMS] , [HM] . However for an explicit construction of the ehern classes in Deligne cohomology we have to construct the whole Bigrassmannian n -logarithm and it is not sufficient to construct only its Grassmannian part. The main construction of this paper (see § 2) gives a construction of using the Bigrassmannian polylogarithm Ln . The coincidence of this class with the one constructed by A.A. Beilinson [B2] is provided by formula (1.10) (see theorem 5.11). The problem of construction of a collection of forms {~} satisfying the condition .(1.11) goes back to [GGL] , see also [You] , where the real-valued forms on the corresponding manifolds over R were considered, (forms sp,q ).
The most interesting component of Ln is a multivalued function Pu := w~_l on G~_l .
The cocycle condition means that it should satisfy two "2n
(1.12a)
(1.12b)
where ql, q2 E Q . Note that ai, bi have sense after lifting of maps ai, b; to the simply connected covering spaces.
Instead of the Deligne complex Q(n)'O one could consider the real Deligne complex R( n)'O that is the total complex of the following bicomplex One can consider the tripIe complex 0 which is the complex R( n)'O in the verticaJ direction and is a double complex constructed from the Bigrassmannian G(n) in the horizontal directions. In fact it is more naturally to consider complex for computation of the hypercohomology of the Bigrassmannian G(n) with coefficients in R( n)'O (for Ws we (1.14)
should replace the complex (fl~n, a) in (1.13) by its Dolbeaux resolution (VRn,q) for example), but it is not important for our purposes. 
From the other hand there are the cIassical polylogarithms Li n (z) that are functions of one complex variable z. They were defined by Joh. Bemoulli and L. Euler on the unit disc Izl ::; 1 by absolutely convergent series 00 k Lin(z) = L :n ' k=l and can be continued analytically 10 a multivalued function on Cpl \ {G, 1,00} using the inductive formu1as [GI] (see also [G2] and § 5 of this paper). For exarnple L~, that is a function on the 9-dimensional manifolds G~, is expressed by .c3( z) . However for n 2 4 the "natural" eoeycle Ln ean not be expressed by the classical polylogarithms (the reason was explained in S. of § 1 in [GI] ).
An interesting geometrical eonstruetion ofthe Grassmannian 2 and 3-1ogarithms was suggested by M. Hanamura and R. MaePherson [Han-M] . Tbe existence of the Grassmannian nlogarithms for 11, ::; 3 was proved in [HM] .
In fonnulas for L: l , (11,::; 3) 1 given in s. 9 of [GI] . A loeal combinatorial fonnula for all Pontryagin classes was suggested by I.M. Gelfand and R. MacPherson [GM2] .
Let H~s(C, R) be the rißg of continuous cohomology of a Lie group C. It is known that 
Now let us define a homomorphism as follows (compare with s. 2 of § 3 in [G2] ). Choose a volume form 
Lemma 3.1 fn(n) (va,"" v n ) does not depend on w.
Proof: Let f:l (n) be a homomorphism defined using another volume form Proof: (Compare with proof ofproposition 2.4 in [SI] ). There is a duality * :Cm+n-l(m)C m+n-l(n), *2 = id that satisfies the following properties (see 5.8 of § 3 in [02]).
1. * commutes with the action of the Permutation group Sm+n .
3. Choose volume forms in Vm and V n ; consider partition {l,' .. ,m + n} = {il < ... < im} U {ji < ... < jn} does not depend on a partition.
This duality can be defined as follows. A configuration of (m + n) vectors in an mdimensional coordinate vector space can be represented as columns of the m x (m + n)
Using the duality we can reformulate proposition 3.3 as follows: the composition
] is a free abelian group generated by symbols {x} where x E
fn+l(n) (vo,'" ,Vn+l) := n! (vo,'" ,Vn+l] where [va,"', V n +1] is defined by induction:
Here ci == ±1 . More precisely, In = 2 n + 1 -(2 + c~ti + C'~+l + c~+i)' cl = +1 and
+ 1, i > 1 for odd n . Ta prove the last formula one can wright
with some unknown coefficients ai . Then the condition 8['00,"',
... /\~(VO, 'On) gives exactly n -3 simple linear equations on ai .
We get the following construction of the ehern classes cn(E)
is a cocycle in the Cech complex Jar the covering {Ud .
Proof: Follows immediately from lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and theorem 2.2.
is the cohomology class of the cocycle from theorem 3.4. It does not depend from the choice of sections L7(:c) .
can be computed as follows:
F) is the transition matrix and detgij(x)
is a l-cocycle representing Cl (E) . 
. ;[i~) .
Let us prove that the cocycle 3.5 we get for these flags is exactly clet gij .
Proof: Let us say that a frame (jl; ... ;jm) is associated with an affine 1n -flag (11, ... , ['Il) if and the images of jk+1 and
The set of all frames associated with a given affine 711, -ftag is a principal homogeneous space over the group of upper triangular matrices.
Lemma-construction 3. From the other hand the·left-hand side in proposition 2.4 is equal to o 1~ § 4 The universal ehern ciass Cn E Hn(BGL(m).,K~)
1. The Gersten resolution to MiInor's K -theory ([Ka] ). Let F be a field with a discrete valuation v and the residue class Fv (= F) . The group of units U has a natural
There is a canonical homomorphism (see [MI] ):
(n 2: 0)
uniquely defined by properties (Ui EU)
There is a sequence of group K:(n) . (Here K~(x) := K~(F(x)) ):
We will follow [Ka] [BT] , ch. I § 5 and [Ka] , § 1.7). The coboundary 8 is by definition the sum of these homomorphism 8~.
Proposition 4.1 8 2 = 0 .
Proof: See proof of proposition 1 in [Ka] .
Recall that
is the symplicial scheme representing the classifying space for a group G. We will cornpute H n (BG., K~) using the Gersten resolution (4.1). So cochain we have to construct lives in the following bicomplex (C: (n-r) and an element w(jo,'" ,jr) E K~(D(jo,'" ,jr)) will be defined such that a collection of all these elements forms a cocycle in (4.2).
Recall that A m-u+l (n~) be the manifold of affine n~-n + 1 flags in V m . Let us define for a partition jo + ... 
This is a codimension n -r + 1 irreducible subvariety. 
Choose a volurne form in the codimension n -subspaee (lä,"" Z~o + 
Then by defirrition 
has eodimension n and represents the class C n (E) E CH n (./Y) . Now let SI (x) be another generic secrion of E (i.e. it is transversal to the zero secrion of E 100). Then .
should represent the same class in CHn(x) . To see this let us eonsider a codimension (n -1) subvariety
There is a canonical rational functiou
So Do and D1 are canonically rationally equivaIent cycles. Now let S2 (x) be the third generic seetion of E. Put
Theu codim D012~n -2 and there is a canonical element 
( a is the differential in eomplex (4.1).
Now let E be a vector bundle of dimension 'ln > n and p = 1n -n + 1. Let
is a generic section of the bundle of affine p -flags on~Y. Put 
anel L{ n L;n-n-
(4.14)
Therefore it is easy to see that I: div jj = 0 and hence :E div fj == 0 . So the current
Let Gr (N -1n, N) o Now let X be an arbitrary regular scheme, ""Y(i) the set of an codimension i points of X, F (x) the field of functions corresponding to a point x E . . . . 
Y(i)
.A 2 F(X)* Tb B2(F(X))~U F(x)*x EX(1) A3p(X)*~11 A2p(x)*~11 p(x)* fh U Z --+ xeX(t) xEX(:!) xEX(3) Tb jb r(X; 3) : B2(F(X)) ® F(X)*~B2(F(X))
Tb

B3(F(X))
where Bn(F(X)} is placed in degree 1 and coboundaries have degree +1 . 
(x)i := F(X)Vi(Y) :) F(y) .
(If x is nonsingular at the point y, then F(x)i = F(y) and m = 1 ). Let us define a . 
C5(3) -+ C4(3) -+ C3(3)
to the complex 
B3(F)
11 /\ ... /\ Ir t-+ { G r U t( _l)i log Jidlog ft 11 00 0.11 dlc;g}i 11 00. 11 dlog f r ), dlog h 11 00. 11 log f,o} commuting with res.idue homomorphisms. Here Cl'r = (_1)"-1 . Re for odd rand (-I)"-lIn1 for even. So we get a chain in (5.19).
Tbe components of C n in the bicomplex
are constructed as a composition of the homomorphism of complexes
with the 2n-cocyle L: l that lives on BC*(n) . More precisely to construct a R(G k , n)-component of C n we have to restriet homomorphism T to elements (a, gla,' .. ,9J..,U) where a is a given affine (m -n + 1) -ftag in V rn .
Theorem 5.11 a) The eonstrueted ehain Cu is a eoeyle in 5.18 b) The cohomology dass o[ C n coincides with the usual ehern dass in H'bn(BGLm,(C), R(n)) .
Proof: a) follows frorn the definition and previous results.
The proof of b) is in cornplete analogy to the one of the theorem 5.10 in [G2] . Let 
Applying this to the constructed cocycle Cu we get a cocycle
Tbe usual exact sequence for Deligne cohomology gives us ...
-t Hi)t-I(GLm(C), R(n))~H
n )
It follows from definitions that Cl' ( c~) coincide8 with the class constructed in 8.4 of § 4. It is nontrivial according to theorem 4.6. Theorem 5.11 is proved. 
Explicit formulas ror measurable cocycles of GL(C)
.Hbn(BGLm(C).,R(n)) --+ H'bn(BGLm(C)~,R(n)) =H Zu -
(BGL m (C)., SO) == H(~~")\GLm(C),R(n -1))
Here SO is a sheaf of smooth functions. It is known that e'" maps the indecomposable class in H1 n (BGL m (C), Z(n) ) just to the Borel class in Hf;-;l(GLm(C), R(n -1)) (see [B2] , [DMZ] . The arguments in praof of theorem 5.11 show that the constructed class
and in fact coincides with the image of the standard class in Hlr(BGL m (C)., Z(n) ) . In our case e* (c n ) coincides with Pn (T (90 a, ... , 9271-1, a) ) just by definition. Theorem 5.12 is proved.
Remark 5.13 Explicit fonnulas for functions P n are known for 11. ::; 3 ( T3(lI, ... ,1 6 ) ) .
Abstract
Let E be a vector bundle over Wl algebraic mWlifold X. An explieit loeal eonstruetion of charaeteristie classes C n (E) with values in Bigrassmannian cohomology that are defined in § 1 is given. In the special ease n = diln E it reduces to the construction of cn(E) with values in the Grassmannian cohomology given in [BMS] . n times Let us denote by I(~the sheafassociated with this presheaf. We will denote by {ll,'" ,in}
In § 3 for any vector bundle E over X an explicit construction of the Chern classes
The construction of cn(En) for an n -dimensional vector bundle EU follows from [SI] and [BMS] , ch. 1. More precisely, let Ui be a Zariski covering such that Enlui is trivial.
k=l is a cocycle in the Cech complex.
I will generalize this construction to vector bundles of arbitrary dimension and show that for
Cl (E) it gives exactly the described above cocycle for Cl (det E) .
Applications. There is a canonical map of sheaves
Here 0i~g (respectively n~l ) is the sheaf of n -forms with logarithmic singularities at infinity (respectively closed n -forms [GGL] and [BMS] ). Let l' be a set and C n {1'") be a free abelian group generated by elements (Ya,"', Yn) of yn+1 := ),~X ... X 1,°.1 . There is a complex
This is just the simplicial eomplex of the simplex whose vertiees are labeled by elements of Y". 5uppose that a group G aets on }~. Let us call elements of the quotient set G \ }'~n+l by configurations of elements of }~. Denote by Cn(}~) a free abelian group generated by configurations of (n + 1) elements of }~. There is a eomplex (C*(}'~), d) , where d is defined by the same formula (1.1) and C*CY) = C*(}l")c . We will also apply this eonstruction to subsets of G \ }l"n+l of "configurations in generic position". Now let us denote by C n ( rn) a free abelian group generated by configurations of n + 1 vectors in generic position in an rn -dimensional vector space V m over F (Le. any rn vectors of the configuration are linearly independent). In this ease there is another map: 
e will eall it the Grassmannian bicomplex (over JY = SpecF ).
of the bicomplex (1.2). This is the Grassmannian complex introduced in [52], [BM5], see also [Q2] .
Let us denote by (BC*(n),8) the total complex associated with the bicomplex (1.2):
BCn(n) := Cn(n) . We will suppose that BCn(n) placed in degree n and a has degree +1 .
Now let us give a more geometrical interpretation of the Grassma1mian bicomplex that also explains the name. rn .
---+ q position in a p-diInensional vector space Namely, nl(~) is a configuration formed by images of ei in l!/€ . Let Z: Var -+ Ab (1.5) be a functor from the category of algebraic varieties over F to the one of abelian groups that sends a variety -'\ to the free abelian group generated by F -points of -,\. Applying it to (1.4) we get an isomorphism (1.6) FOT each integer l such that 0~i~p + q , there are intersection maps ai and projection maps bi
Here the subspace ai (€) is the intersection of~with the i -th coordinate hYPerplane aud the subspace bi(~) is the projection of~on the i -th hyperplane by the projection with the center at i -th vertex of the simplex. We get a Bigrassmannian G(n) : ( 1.14) should replace the eomplex (nXn, a) in (l.l3) by its 001beaux resolution (' D~n, q ) for example), but it is not important for our purposes. ([Zn Re(n : odd) (1 1 , 11P ) . Subspaces Li can be recovered as the ones generated by 1 1 " " , Zi : Li = (11, , Li) . We will say that an (n + 1) -rupIe of affine ftags 
Key lemma 2.1 T is a homomorphism o[ complexes.
Proof: Let Tk(n + q) : Ck (AP+l(n + p)) --t Ck(n + q) be the Ck(n + q) -component of the map P. We have to prove that (see 2.6)
For a given partition io + ' ,, + ik = P -q let us consider the expression
If i j = 1 then the corresponding term in 2.6 will appear in formula for "T k -1 (n + q) ( ar 1 )
In 
Cn+I(n)~Cn(n) fÄn) I(:!(F)
is equal to zero.
Proof: (Compare with proof of proposition 2.4 in [SI] ). There is a duality * : fn+I(n) (vo,'" ,vn+d := n![vo , '" ,Vn+I] Lemma-construction 3. Proof: We have the following isomorphisms of I-dimensional vector spaces: There is a sequence of group K(n) . (Here 1</:1(x) := ]<!;1(F(x)) ):
xEX (1) XEX (1) xEX(r)
We will follow [Ka] in the definition of a . [BT] , eh. I § 5 and [Ka] , § 1.7). The coboundary a is by definition the sum of these homomorphism 8i .
Proof: See proof of proposition I in [Ka] . 
Then by definition 
